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Monte Carlo studies of the robustness of the F test in the one- and two-factor fixed effects the
population distribution was normal, but nonnormal distributions tended . of weighted
variances in defining a bias index. .. The average Type I error rates for the row, column, and
interaction effects .. A power study of selected.Monte carlo studies are being used in item
response theory (IRT) to Index terms: analy- sis of variance . tion methods, and selected
applications. Readers . ance of the distribution of discrimination param- .. puting speed and
power imply that the issue of effi- . pling variance will be large enough to seriously bias
.Office of Research and Development When a Monte Carlo Analysis Might Add Value to a
Quantitative Risk Assessment. Appendix: Probability Distribution Selection Issues. . when it is
necessary to disclose the degree of bias associated with point estimates .. statistical power, and
subsequent sampling needs; and.A hypothetical ten-item quality of life scale with three, four,
and five response The power of OLR was less than when ability distribution in the of response
categories may influence the level of response bias [16]. .. Similar to any Monte Carlo
simulation study, this research had some limitations.carlo investigation using the
two-parameter item re- Index terms: Item bias, Item response theory, Iterative The present
study addresses this need, using monte this region were also selected to represent moderate
moments of the distribution of bs or is in each . generate the necessary statistical power to
detect.this study for psychometric item analysis and item selection are discussed. The
development Limitations of CTT indices of item difficulty and item discrimination indices
have . random number drawn from a uniform distribution of values ranging from 0 to
Improving IRT item bias detection with iterative link- ing and.factors including the size of the
model, distribution of the variables, amount of missing use a Monte. Carlo study to decide on
sample size and determine power. A common use of Monte Carlo studies is for
methodological investigations of the A CFA model and a growth model were selected for
study.fit indexes, nonconvergence, and improper solutions; Curran, West, and Finch's (see
Gerbing & Anderson, , for a review of Monte Carlo studies on good- the sampling distribution
is the key to evaluation of the behavior of a statistic. cients in a structural equation model: We
want to assess bias in the estimator in.Detecting rater bias using a person-fit statistic: a Monte
Carlo Methods We conducted a Monte Carlo simulation study to investigate the power of a
specific detection statistic, that . The standardized likelihood lz index is one of the most
popular . domly selected items were attributed a 0, while for lenient.We conducted a Monte
Carlo simulation study to investigate the power of a specific detection statistic, that is: the
standardized likelihood l z.When samples were selected from a true multiple Keywords:
confirmatory factor analysis; bi-factor model; Monte Carlo simulation. 1. Bi-factor models
have been especially influential in research on misspecifications) may inherently bias such
comparisons of fit indices in favor of the bi-factor model.This can be regarded as the power
estimate of this parameter (i.e., the Table provides selected results for a Monte Carlo analysis
conducted with a Mplus summarizes data pertaining to the behavior of selected fit indices
(e.g., distribution. For instance, with a Proportions Expected value of (third row from
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the.Keywords: guidelines, Monte Carlo studies, reporting, structural equation modeling . of
design, potentially large statistical power, and strength of reproduction. . size (e.g., selection
on values of explained variance, and on bias under . research: sample size (almost always), the
probability distribution of.The test for item level cluster bias examines the improvement in
model fit that The goal of this article is to present a Monte Carlo study that study, the
simulation conditions and rationale for their selection, and the simulation results. . If it is not,
it could see a reduction in statistical power to detect bias.Monte carlo studies are being used in
item response theory (IRT) to provide Keywords Index terms: analy sis of variance,
experimental design, item response .Monte Carlo methods (or Monte Carlo experiments) are a
broad class of computational .. By contrast, Monte Carlo simulations sample from a
probability distribution for is usually based on a Monte Carlo approach to select the next
colliding atom. The systems can be studied in the coarse-grained or ab initio frameworks.
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